Grande Mesh Back Chair
Operating Instructions

Seat height adjustment
To lower the seat pull the lever upwards whilst
still sitting down. To increase the height of the
seat raise your body weight off seat whilst
pulling lever upwards. Releasing the lever will
lock the seat into position.
Adjust the seat height so that your feet are resting
flat on the floor with thighs horizontal and lower legs
vertical.

Sliding Lumbar Support
The Lumber Support is found on the inside on the
mesh back accessible from the outside of the back.
Using both hands slide the Lumbar Support up or
down to the desired position.
Arm Height Adjustment
The arm height can be adjusted to 6 positions. Pull the
handgrip on the outside of the arm up to release and
move the arm up or down to desired positon. Release
the handgrip to lock.
Your forearms should be as close to horizontal as
possible when working at a desk.

Seat angle adjustment
To change the seat angle pull the lever up whilst
sitting on the chair and release. The seat is now
free to be adjusted to the desired sitting position.
To lock the position of the seat push the lever
down.
When doing computer work set the seat close to
horizontal or slightly back. When writting incline the
seat slightly forward.

Fabric care information
Regular care - Vacuum regularly using low suction.
Protect from direct sunlight.

Back angle adjustment
To change the back angle sit on the chairand pull
the lever up and release. The back will now move
as you lean forward or backwards. When you find
the desired position push the lever down to lock
the back into position.
Adjust the backrest to give firm support while
sitting upright

Do not remove any part for seperate cleaning. Do not
wash. Do not use solvents. Professional cleaning
recommended using on site dry clean or hot water
extraction. Use of inappropriate care products may cause
damage and invalidate your warranty.

Back height adjustment
This chair is supplied with a ratchet height
adjustment system for the back. To raise the back height,
lift the back to the desired height and it will lock
automatically. To lower the back, lift the back to highest
point to disengage and lower the back to the bottom
position to re-set the ratchet mechanism.
Adjust the height of the back in conjunction with the
sliding lumbar support to a position where the lumbar
region of your back is supported when you lean back

Spot Cleaning - Treat spills and stains as soon as
possible. Gently scrape any soil or mop any liquid from
the surface of the fabric. Do not saturate with water or
other cleaning liquids
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